What numbers are hidden behind

Can you click on the picture to watch the clip, then have a go at the LIRA questions.

Hedgehog?
Which number is there two of?

What do you think is about to happen? What makes you think this?

the
The classroom doors are locked and it’s
your job to find the numbers to crack
the code. You will need to work
through the challenges carefully
to ensure that you retrieve 5
numbers to enter into the keypad.

This is your first digit for your
keypad.

In what ways are these two characters similar? Different?
Where do you think they could be going?
What advice would you give to the rabbit and raccoon?
How do the racoon and rabbit feel at the end?
Do you think they would have helped each other across if they hadn’t seen
the bear and elk fall?
Do you think they regret breaking the bridge?

Crack the code to reveal a name of an
animal (you will need to rearrange
the

What might the bear and elk have been saying
to each other when they first met on the bridge?
Can you write a short conversation between the
two characters?

letters!)
Once you have identified the animal
identify the sixth Letter and use the
grids

Can you order the sentences below as to when they
appear in the animation?

below to find the second digit for
your
keypad.

Follow the directions and find out which object the
Hedgehog finishes on. Use the key at the side to
Identify the object and get your third digit for the
keypad.

How many more
Hawthorn trees are
there than Yew
Trees?
Add the digits up
in the answer.
(eg 22= 2+2=4)
This is your fourth digit for your keypad.

Find the next
calculation in the
sequence.
Once you have the
answer to the
calculation add the
Two digits up.
This is your final digit for your keypad.

Imagine that the bear and elk fell into the river and
managed to both climb out. What might happen next?
Can you continue the story in your own words? You could write your
ideas down, draw your ideas or even film yourself explaining your
ideas!

If someone in your family hadn’t seen the animation could you retell
the story to them? You could write it down or tell them verbally.

Can you write a film review based on ‘The Bridge’? What did you
like about it? What didn’t you like about it? How many stars out of
5 would you give it?

